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Address Shandong Yafeite Metal Abrasive Co. 
Jinan Iron and Steel Industrial Zon 
250000 Jinan Shandong

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Our main products are cast steel shot, cast steel grit, steel cut wire shot, stainless steel shot, stainless steel cut wire shot, aluminum shot, zinc shot,
and copper shot.Our main products are used in casting, forging, machinery, metallurgy, heat treatment, steel structure, network structure, containers,
ships, repair, bridges, and mines, as well as in such areas as clearing sand, rust, and strengthen, shape, and the elimination of all kinds of stress-
Materials on the surface of painting, cleaning, and electroplating before roughness (nap) pre-processing, stone cutting, magnetic cast pills. 

Our products are also used as heavy concrete blast furnace refractories and additives in order to increase wear resistance, high temperature, anti-
erosion, electrostatic shielding, radiation protection, oil filter tank, and weight. 

Steel Shot Model: S70, S110, S170, S230, S280, S330, S390, S460, S550, S660, S780, and S930  
Steel Grit Model: G10, G12, G14, G16, G18, G25, G40, G50, G80, and G120.
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